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INTERNSHIP OFFER
Project Management for promotion of a documentary in Argentina
“Music, Movement, Tango and Brain”
Founded by Anne Bramard-Blagny, an author, director and producer, this production company
specialized in documentaries mainly aims to build an audiovisual heritage based on the research of
real moral values here after from generations and any type of categorizing. And this since 1974.
The company develops its own projects as well as any project one could submit, that the company
will take into consideration. A panel of 200 documentaries, audiovisual productions that have
largely known recognition by rewards, as well as previews (in Montreal, Napoli…).
For some years ago, its work is mainly based on heritage and music.
Nowadays, ABB Reportages is developing the project “Music, Movement, Tango and Brain”.
This project has been built around a documentary named “The Alzheimer’s melody” whose the
objective is to study the music power as well as tango, on neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s.
This project consists on a travel to Argentina in order to try to discover and understand the
specific relation between old people and tango. Indeed, one could notice that Argentina is the origin
country of this dance. Thankfully, this project is supported by the French Institute in Buenos Aires.
It should be developed at the end of the year 2016 and the beginning of the year 2017.
Currently (on May, 2016), this project is benefiting of the Global Consulting Program, an
international consulting internship between the Burgundy School of Business in Dijon and the Ohio
University, College of Business (USA), in which four French students as well as 2 US students are
working on the project development as Junior Consultants.
ABB Reportages offers to keep developing this work in France as well as Argentina in the
meantime with a few months internship for a Spanish speaker (bilingual or even trilingual),
interesting in managing and developing this project.
-MISSIONS Follow up of actions led in 2015, extend them in 2016 & 2017.
 Building of audiovisual, scientific, cultural, educative, and even commercial partnerships
 Phoning with all the previous contacts implicated into the project
 Research of Argentinian TV broadcasters and distributors
 Research of sponsors for the project (travel, hotel…)
 Managing the implementation of the preview in Buenos Aires



- NEEDED SKILLS –
A student that could work with autonomy, rigor, versatility and availability.

